
Year 4 Week 11  

This week, we start a new theme of looking at nature.  We will begin by looking at birds, some that might be seen 

locally and some from a little further afield.  There are also opportunities for you to be creative.  

If you have any issues accessing the content, or would like some guidance with the activities, please email 

homelearning@greattotham.essex.sch.uk .  

 

Maths   

The focus this week is on statistics.  If you have found the first two tasks straightforward, and you would like a bit 

more of a challenge, you could try and come up with your own questions that could be asked about the statistics.  As 

always, through the MyMaths.co.uk website, lessons can be found here to help you; these can be found by logging in 

with your child’s log in details.  The homework sheet is also there but do not feel you need to complete this – as with 

all the activities in the home learning packs they are optional.   

   

Activity 1   Interpreting Pictograms   

Activity 2   Interpreting Line Graphs  

Activity 3   Collecting Bird Statistics  &  Bird Identification Sheet  

Activity 4   Creating A Bar Chart  &  Squared Paper Sheet  

  

The following website has a lovely game to try and help you learn your times tables.  You can decide whether or not 

to have someone chasing you and which times tables to include.  https://www.mathschase.com/   

  

  

English   

In English, we will look at different garden birds with a reading comprehension and offering chances to be creative by 

writing a poem and using a short story as a story starter.  Spelling Punctuation and Grammar (SPaG) focusses on 

using subordinate clauses.  

  

Reading Comprehension   Garden Birds   

Writing 1   Bird Poem   

Writing 2   Bird Story  

Spelling/grammar   Using Subordinate Clauses   

  

For an extension why not choose a bird, do some research into it and then write an information text.  If you have a 

pet bird, you could write about them instead.  On the other hand, if you enjoyed the story for the bird story task, you 

could read another story about an orphaned blue tit.  Ext Little Orphan Blue Tit.  If you have the time, you could go 

even further and write a comparison of the two stories.  What are the similarities and the differences between the 

two?  

  

  

Foundation Subjects   

Use your creative skills to make a bird collage.  Choose a real bird or imagine your own and use whatever you have at 

home (or can find while exercising) to make a beautiful, textured image.  Please send some pictures to your 

teacher’s email accounts, they love to see your results.  

mailto:homelearning@greattotham.essex.sch.uk
https://nrich.maths.org/223


RE, find a little bit about how a bird is used as a symbol in Christianity dove symbolism.  Read the information at the 

top and then use this to help you think about what bird symbol you would use to represent something important in 

your life.  

Combine your practical and creative skills in a DT challenge to design a product to help look after birds in our 

gardens.  Bird Box or Bird Table Design.  There is no expectation for you to make the final product (unless you’re 

really keen and your adults are available to help you) but creating designs is a really important part of the process so 

is an important skill to practice.  

After spending time looking at birds for your maths challenge, why not use their movements as inspiration to create 

a dance?  Think about how they fly, hop and peck at things.  You may have seen them fighting with each other, 

hiding in bushes and of course spending some time absolutely still.  Instead, you could use the story about the baby 

guillemot on the cliffs preparing to dive off and fly away.  Each day add a little more to your routine.  Just remember 

to warm up a bit first and then cool down afterwards, especially if you’ve included lots of leaping!  

  

  

Other Resources   

There continues to be a vast array of online resources accessible for children learning at home. Some of the core 

aspects to this home learning offer are cited below – please also look at the ‘What’s on’ section of the website for 

links to other websites and what’s being offered via social media. These are signposts only and parents need to make 

their own assessments about what is appropriate for their child.    

  

   

Use the click through 
links from the home 
pages to find the year  

group and  
subject of choice.   

https://www.thenational.academy/   

 Use the click through links 
from the home pages to find 
the year group and subject of 
choice.   

   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons   
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